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ABSTRACT

Artificial intelligence (AI) embodies rapidly evolving technologies with great 
potential for improving human life and economic outcomes. However, these 
technologies pose a challenge for antitrust enforcers and policymakers. Shrewd 
antitrust policies and enforcement based on a cost-benefit analysis support a 
thriving pro-innovation economy that facilitates AI development while mitigat-
ing its potential harms. Misguided policies or enforcement can stymie innova-
tion, undermine vigorous economic competition, and deter research investment. 
This primer is a guide for policymakers and legal scholars that begins by explain-
ing key concepts in AI technology, including foundation models, semiconductor 
chips, cloud computing, data strategies and others. The next section provides an 
overview of US antitrust laws, the agencies that enforce them, and their powers. 
Following that is a brief history of US antitrust law and enforcement with a focus 
on the consumer welfare standard, its basis and benefits, and the flaws underly-
ing recent calls by the Neo-Brandeisian movement to abandon it. Finally, the 
primer outlines the law and a procompetitive, pro-innovation policy framework 
for approaching the intersection between AI technologies and evaluating hori-
zontal and vertical mergers, policing anticompetitive monopolization practices, 
price fixing and algorithmic collusion, and consumer protection issues.
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INTRODUCTION
Artificial intelligence (AI) refers to a slew of new technologies that automate or replicate cogni-
tive functions of the human mind through mechanisms like machine learning.1 AI projects impact 
a range of diverse and economically important industries, with applications ranging from the 
replication of human reasoning, intelligence, and discernment, to simply automating specific 
complex tasks. The vast majority fall under the latter category.2 AI facilitates these functions 
through increased analytical speed and scale of action, thereby contributing to a range of applica-
tions that improve human life and economic development.3 These include finding and facilitating 
the development of new drugs, aiding in medical diagnosis and treatment, assisting educators in 
developing and running programs, generating pictures and search results for research queries, 
and many more. AI poses a challenge for courts in the United States, as well as enforcement agen-
cies like the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and the Department of Justice (DOJ). Enforcers 
and policymakers must prudently weigh the benefits of prosecuting potentially harmful, abusive, 
and anticompetitive business conduct facilitated by AI against the costs of capturing, stymieing, 
and deterring potentially beneficial and innovative business practices—as well as investment in 
cutting-edge AI technology.

For decades, the primary objective of US antitrust laws has been to protect the competitive process 
and to benefit consumers—by preserving incentives for businesses to act efficiently, by keeping 
quality high and prices and costs low, and by utilizing quantitative tools of economic analysis to 
support enforcement decisions. With certain exceptions where there are no reasonable procom-
petitive or consumer-benefiting implications, conclusions about whether a business practice is 
likely to harm or benefit consumers and competition are made on a case-by-case basis. This is 
known as the consumer welfare standard (CWS). It has made antitrust law a flexible, pragmatic 
tool that has been successfully adapted to emerging technologies by judges. Recently, however, 
some academics and antitrust enforcers have called for abandoning the CWS in favor of protecting 
competitors and disfavoring large businesses. They have also called for incorporating extraneous 
factors to antitrust law, such as labor rights, environmental regulation, and special small-business 
protections. This would politicize antitrust law while increasing costs and uncertainty for busi-
nesses and hindering innovation.

Antitrust laws, including the Clayton, Sherman, and FTC Acts, attempt to stop firms from reduc-
ing competition in the marketplace or maintaining monopolies. They single out specific business 
practices and mergers for possible prohibition or punishment while allowing courts to decide 
whether the practices or mergers are illegal, depending on the circumstances of each case. Robust 
economic competition supports productive, innovative markets; it facilitates the introduction of 
new or improved products while supporting scientific, technological, and creative progress, as 
businesses compete with each other to best address consumers’ wants and needs. In short, vigor-
ous competition delivers better or more cost-effective products. By contrast, ineffective competi-
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tion means that businesses can maintain their market share by excluding rivals; defective competi-
tion laws protect businesses from competition, when the laws should instead maintain incentives 
for businesses to compete vigorously and serve consumers well.

This primer will explore the likely consequences of recent trends in antitrust enforcement for the 
development of AI, affecting such factors as attracting and maintaining a user base and accessing 
data, cloud-computing power, advanced hardware (such as semiconductor chips), skilled talent, 
and the use of algorithms to facilitate pro- and anticompetitive conduct. In addition, there are the 
implications of foundation models that are increasingly relied upon by a large number of firms 
across vast swaths of entire industries as well as future developers of new AI tools. This work 
will also lay out overarching principles for policymakers, regulators, and judges to keep in mind 
when navigating the trade-offs of antitrust regulation of AI. The goal is to ensure that a dynamic, 
competitive, and innovative ecosystem for the development of future AI technologies is preserved.

AI also carries implications for user safety, data privacy, intellectual property (IP) rights, and 
national security. Some of these concerns intersect with competition and consumer welfare. Oth-
ers are best targeted and addressed through their own statutes or regulatory frameworks that 
single out specific harms tied to specific industries and applications.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE: KEY CONCEPTS AND COMPONENTS
This section will address key concepts and components of AI technologies. Additionally, access to 
adequate capital,4 skilled technical labor,5 and resource inputs are also critical for AI development 
and innovation. Understanding these concepts is essential for understanding the antitrust and 
competition implications of artificial intelligence and how US antitrust enforcers and regulators 
should best approach AI and AI-adjacent markets. Though regulators, enforcers, and policymak-
ers need not have the same level of understanding as a software professional or technical expert, 
they should have the “confidence to ask the right questions; the ability to understand engineers’ 
explanations; and, crucially, the capability to question technical experts.”6 

Foundation models. These are large-scale AI software systems that are trained using large data 
sets to perform a range of downstream tasks,7 including decisions and predictions.8 Foundation 
models have been used to power a range of applications: Image generators like Midjourney can 
produce near-human-quality artwork in response to prompts,9 and text generators like OpenAI’s 
ChatGPT can produce detailed and logical responses to text prompts, including research inqui-
ries.10 As models evolve and improve their capabilities, they can rapidly reach obsolescence, result-
ing in their replacement by newer models. For instance, as of February 2024, Google’s Gemini 
chatbot is powered by the Gemini Pro model, which replaced the less powerful PaLM-2 model, 
which (in turn) replaced the less powerful LaMDA model.11
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The knowledge base of the model and the accuracy of its algorithm (code) are adjusted by feed-
ing it data. Pre-training is the phase in which a foundation model’s knowledge base is set up 
through data inputs by the designers.12 Fine-tuning is the phase in which the model is refined 
for specific uses and applications13—for instance, for a software-code writing assistant, or a 
customer-service chatbot.

Model size. The current market trend is for foundation models to grow larger. For instance, BERT 
was an early foundation model released in 2018. It had just 354 million trainable parameters (val-
ues that are used to compile the model’s knowledge base).14 By contrast, recent models like GPT-3 
(which powers ChatGPT), PaLM, and so on have hundreds of billions of trainable parameters.15 
Even popular open-source models that are used by scores of developers today have tens of bil-
lions of trainable parameters.16 The economies of scale afforded by larger models enable better 
performance and predictive power;17 however, larger models are also more costly to create and run, 
necessitating access to more training, more fine-tuning of data,18 and more computation power.19 
In the future, we could witness a plateauing of size-based model performance, which could work 
to the advantage of smaller, less costly models that are energy efficient and computing intensive.20 
Applications without heavy performance demands can already run smoothly on smaller models. 
The existing and foreseeable trend toward increasing model size helps larger, well-resourced 
model-developer firms;21 however, there is currently a thriving competitive market for pretrained 
foundation models consisting of a mix of open-source models (freely available) and closed-source 
proprietary models that are available to independent application developers under commercial 
license terms.22 There is also a thriving market of external computing and database firms whose 
services are available to those lacking access to computing power or server space of their own.23 
Thus, smaller AI software firms that do not own their own data troves or computing facilities are 
not barred from entering the market and challenging larger incumbents.

For instance, major foundation-model developers, including Google, Microsoft, and Amazon, own 
infrastructure that is important for creating and distributing foundation models, including data 
banks, data warehouses, and cloud servers.24 In addition to supporting their own foundation-
model-related business, they also engage in commercial partnerships and investments that sup-
port the development of other models and AI-related businesses. For instance, Microsoft and 
Google provide cloud-computing services to foundation-model developers like OpenAI25 and 
Anthropic, respectively.26

Machine learning. Machine learning is the process of training an AI foundation model by itera-
tively refining its inference-making process through feeding it real-time or stored data.27 With 
every new data input, the model learns and adjusts its predictions to reach a more accurate or 
desired outcome.28 For example, image generators like DALL-E and Midjourney were originally 
trained with data inputs that included various human artworks,29 thus refining their ability to 
imitate or reproduce humanlike art. These inputs can be fed to the model by software engineers 
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in the pretraining or fine-tuning phase, or they can be fed in real time by users during the fine-
tuning phase.30

The AI triad: software algorithms and code, chips, and data. These are the key components of 
any AI system.31 Algorithms are a logical sequence of steps that perform a task,32 and in computers 
they take the form of software code. These may be proprietary in nature. They are deployed to 
produce inferences and to engage in machine learning, which in turn refines the algorithm. The 
production of proper inferences is usually contingent on millions of data points as well as many 
rounds of training. AI foundation models make use of one or more algorithms.

Data “are the digital raw material used to train models during the machine-learning process as 
well as the input on which trained models make inferences,”33 and other finished products. Both 
the volume and variety of a data set are important when it comes to training AI models to make 
accurate, reliable, and tailored inferences through machine learning.34 Real-world diversity and 
complexity can only be reflected in a diverse and representative set of data. Unique cases and outli-
ers can only be identified and treated appropriately if machine learning has been conducted using 
a varied data set.35 For example, an AI model designed to perform facial recognition on a diverse 
population would perform far worse if it were trained on a high-volume data set of Caucasian 
faces, or a set confined largely to a single gender, than it would if it were trained on a smaller set 
of data that was more representative in ethnicity and gender. 

The amount and quality of data necessary for training an AI model to make adequate or accurate 
inferences depends on the application’s complexity,36 the size of the model,37 and the accuracy 
requirements of the specific task. For example, research on text-based AI models shows that using 
high-quality data provides a significant boost to the model’s performance relative to average-
quality data.38 In the case of text-based models designed to produce software code, the improve-
ments in the accuracy of the final products are estimated to be as high as 71 percent.39 Increased 
demand for data, including proprietary data, has led to the emergence and evolution of data mar-
kets. For instance, technology companies and publishers are already making deals for the use of 
the publishers’ proprietary data in the training and fine-tuning of the tech companies’ models.40 

Small-data strategies are used to train models effectively when large volumes of representative 
data may be scarce or unavailable or when more-extensive data collection would raise privacy 
concerns.41 Transfer learning is when “a model ‘inherits’ learned information from previously 
trained models.”42 Artificial data are fake (albeit representative) data that are created synthetical-
ly.43 Such data will often need to be supplemented with human feedback and inputs to prevent 
degradation of the model’s performance.44 Bayesian methods involve providing models with prior 
contextual information to preemptively overcome learning challenges.45 Reinforcement learning 
limits the need for data when the outcome sought by the application is known but when the steps 
to get there are not clear;46 it involves placing an AI agent in an environment and allowing it to 
learn by trial and error through repeatedly performing some task, trying to achieve some goal, or 
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maximizing some value.47 Constant repetition until the goal or objective is met produces reward 
signals that drive code adjustments; these in turn improve subsequent trials and allow the agent 
to reach the goal more efficiently.48 A driverless AI-powered car, for example, can be tasked with 
maximizing fuel efficiency or minimizing distance traveled between two locations, if these loca-
tions are known beforehand.

Data storage is critical because AI models can only function efficiently and effectively, and learn 
quickly, if the data that they use can easily be collected, stored, and accessed.49 Data may be stored 
close to the point of application for quick and easy access or may be stored in centralized data 
warehouses that consist of hundreds of servers.50

Data cleaning involves sifting through messy, disjointed, and usually incomplete data to manually 
remove information or data points that are irrelevant or outliers and manually filling in gaps in 
the data through suitable methods and techniques.51 Data cleaning also entails categorizing and 
labeling data or data subsets.52 Cleaning ensures that machine learning is most likely to produce 
accurate or reliable inferences or desired outcomes that meet specific standards. Decisions about 
what to remove and how to label data are heavily contingent on the specific application. It is esti-
mated that data cleaning and other forms of data preprocessing occupy 80 percent of engineering 
time.53 This underscores the need for a sufficient number of skilled technical workers to ensure 
competitiveness and innovation in AI.

Microchips (chips) are sets of electronic circuits on a small, flat piece of semiconductor mate-
rial such as silicon or germanium.54 Chips store data and provide processing power to run AI 
algorithms. A chip’s speed and computing power come from semiconductor switching devices 
called transistors.55 The smaller the size and the greater a chip’s transistor density, the greater its 
power and speed.56 Chip innovation has historically been driven by reducing transistor size and 
fitting more on each chip.57 Technological improvements in chip technology have rapidly escalated 
over the last 40 years, with processing speed increasing by 200 percent approximately every two 
years—a phenomenon known as “Moore’s Law.”58 This has allowed for increased data storage and 
increasingly complex and innovative AI applications.59 However, this pace of evolution is unlikely 
to remain sustainable as chips reach their physical limits.60 Though chip innovations continue 
beyond transistor shrinkage and improvements in density, these often increase cybersecurity risks 
by creating hardware vulnerabilities that are difficult and costly to mitigate.61 

Cloud computing. This refers to computing resources that are remotely located.62 Such digital 
services are usually provided by specialized cloud-computing companies or specialized divi-
sions within larger firms, which control vast volumes of powerful servers.63 Because in-house 
procurement of the required computing power is not feasible for many AI developers because 
of the high cost, cloud-computing services foster competition in AI industries by lowering 
entry barriers.64 The UK Competition and Markets Authority reports that as of 2023, most AI 
foundation-model developers contract with cloud-computing providers for the computational 
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resources necessary to train their models.65 Decentralized cloud computing allows AI compo-
nents to operate from different locations, meaning that AI software engineers do not need to 
own the data they use;66 they need only receive access from the data owner whose data may be 
stored on a range of cloud servers in various locations. This can protect the privacy of the users 
from whom the data may be derived by eliminating the need for their data to be aggregated in 
a single location that is vulnerable to hackers.

ANTITRUST LAWS AND ENFORCEMENT: AN OVERVIEW
This section on antitrust laws and enforcement provides an overview of three main federal anti-
trust statutes and the two main antitrust enforcement agencies.67 Additional state antitrust laws 
are enforced by state attorneys general or private plaintiffs.

The Sherman Antitrust Act of 1890
The nation’s first antitrust statute emerged in response to concerns that trusts (like Standard Oil)
and large, industry-dominating companies like US Steel—big companies that were involved in the 
rapid expansion of the US economy in the late 1800s—could threaten American democracy and 
harm ordinary citizens through monopolistic practices.68

• Section 1 of the Sherman Act bans “every contract, combination, or conspiracy in restraint 
of trade.” The Supreme Court has interpreted this provision as outlawing only “unreason-
able” restraints of trade, recognizing that some restraints of trade are reasonable or even 
a pragmatic necessity for certain business practices—forming a partnership, for example. 
However, some restraints of trade are considered so deleterious toward competition that 
they are regarded as illegal per se and have no legal justification, such as agreeing with 
one’s competitors to fix prices or to rig bids for procurement. Other restraints of trade are 
evaluated for their anticompetitive harm by courts through a case-by-case “rule of reason” 
that assesses whether a practice’s procompetitive benefits outweigh its anticompetitive 
harms. In recent decades, courts have increasingly embraced the rule of reason for busi-
ness practices previously deemed illegal per se, because of a better economic understand-
ing of those practices’ potential procompetitive effects. Notably, the Supreme Court has 
criticized “[l]egal presumptions that rest on formalistic distinctions rather than actual 
market realities.”69 Where the circumstances of the trade restraint are complex, the court 
is highly unlikely to apply a rule of per se illegality.70

• Section 2 of the Sherman Act outlaws “monopolization, attempted monopolization, or 
conspiracy or combination to monopolize.” Importantly, this section doesn’t penalize the 
acquisition of monopoly power in a market through “growth or development as a conse-
quence of a superior product, business acumen, or historic accident.”71 Rather, it penalizes 
certain exclusionary conduct in business that increases or safeguards monopoly power 
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and is not tied to competition “on merit.” For instance, Microsoft was punished in the 2001 
Supreme Court case of United States v. Microsoft,72 not for acquiring monopoly power 
in the PC operating-system market, but for certain business practices that prevented its 
competitors from legitimately challenging its monopoly. Section 2 claims are generally 
evaluated under a rule of reason.73

• Criminal violations of the Sherman Act are prosecuted by the Antitrust Division of the 
Department of Justice and can attract fines of up to $100 million for corporations or $1 
million for individuals, with potential prison terms of up to 10 years. Federal law allows 
for a maximum fine of up to twice what the conspirators gained from the illegal conduct, 
or twice what the victim lost because of the crime. These are typically reserved for hard-
core illegal, clear, and intentional violations of Section 1. Section 2 violations and other 
violations of Section 1 are typically resolved through civil penalties or, when other rem-
edies are not sufficient, through imposing structural changes on companies to break up 
monopolies, as when AT&T agreed to break itself up into multiple companies as part of a 
1982 settlement with the DOJ.74 Sherman Act violations also violate Section 5 of the Federal 
Trade Commission Act, but the FTC may only obtain injunctive relief or orders to “cease 
and desist” under its statute.

The Clayton Antitrust Act of 1914
The FTC, along with the DOJ, has authority to enforce the Clayton Antitrust Act of 1914.75 Merg-
ers and acquisitions whose effect “may be substantially to lessen competition, or to tend to cre-
ate a monopoly” are banned by Section 7 of the Clayton Act. Amendments to the Act under the 
1976 Hart-Scott-Rodino reforms mandate that companies intending to undertake mergers and 
acquisitions beyond a certain size must provide a premerger notification to the government so 
the transaction can be reviewed for potential Section 7 violations.76 The FTC may seek an injunc-
tion to block proposed mergers that it deems illegal, pending a full examination of the deal before 
an administrative law judge. This preserves the market’s competitive status quo until the dispute 
is resolved. Another Clayton Act provision, incorporated under the Robinson-Patman Act, bans 
certain exclusive discounts and services when suppliers deal with merchants.77 The Clayton Act 
also allows private parties to bring a lawsuit for triple damages when they have suffered harm due 
to violations of either the Clayton Act or the Sherman Act, or to get court orders prohibiting the 
anticompetitive practice in the future.

The Federal Trade Commission Act of 1914
The Federal Trade Commission Act of 1914 prohibits “unfair methods of competition,”78 which 
courts have deemed to include all violations of the Sherman Act79 and several violations of 
the Clayton Act.80 In addition, this provision may also reach practices, such as invitations to 
collude,81 that harm competition but do not fit squarely into conduct categories covered by the 
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Sherman and Clayton Acts.82 The Federal Trade Commission Act also created the FTC, an expert 
administrative agency tasked with prosecuting violations of its provisions, as well as those of 
the Sherman Act and Clayton Antitrust Act. Private parties and the DOJ cannot sue for viola-
tions of this statute.

Antitrust Enforcement Agencies: DOJ and FTC
Criminal and civil antitrust law violations are investigated and prosecuted by the DOJ and FTC. 
However, only the DOJ can bring criminal lawsuits and seek criminal penalties in federal court. 
Each agency specializes or has subject matter expertise in different industries and industry sub-
sets. Given the FTC’s dual focus on consumer protection and antitrust matters, it tends to focus 
resources on economic sectors that involve high consumer spending. These include healthcare, 
pharmaceuticals, professional services, food, energy, and high-tech industries (e.g., computing 
and internet services). Conversely, the DOJ has sole antitrust jurisdiction in certain industries, 
including telecommunications, banking, railroads, and airlines. AI-related antitrust issues notably 
cut across all these industries and are encountered by both agencies.

Agency investigations are initiated after receiving premerger notification filings and tips or com-
plaints from informants, businesses, or consumers. They may also be prompted by congressional 
inquiries or academic journal articles. If an antitrust law violation is identified, then the agencies 
may first seek a voluntary compliance (or consent) order that allows the offender to avoid admit-
ting guilt if it agrees to cease the offending practice or, in the case of mergers, if the entity agrees 
to undertake structural changes to the business to avoid a merger’s potential anticompetitive 
implications. Under the DOJ’s leniency program, parties that inform on serious anticompetitive 
conduct, such as cartel behavior or bid rigging, may be able to avoid criminal trials against their 
own conduct by entering into court-administered settlements with the agency. 

The FTC maintains its own internal administrative-complaints process. An administrative com-
plaint triggers a formal proceeding before an administrative law judge that is somewhat similar 
to a federal court trial: Evidence and testimony are presented, and witnesses are examined and 
cross-examined. A cease-and-desist order may be issued for law violations. The administrative 
law judge’s decision may be appealed to the FTC, and final decisions of the FTC may be appealed 
to the US Court of Appeals and ultimately, to the US Supreme Court. The FTC may seek an injunc-
tion or civil penalties if a company violates a final order from the FTC. Since it cannot seek crimi-
nal penalties, the FTC may refer evidence of criminal violations to the DOJ. If the DOJ cannot 
reach a consent order with the offending party, then it can sue the party in federal court to obtain 
an injunction against the offending conduct or to obtain criminal penalties for clear, intentional 
violations of Section 1 of the Sherman Act. The DOJ and FTC also cooperate with many of the 
130-plus national competition law authorities worldwide to investigate transnational firm conduct 
and promote best practices in global antitrust enforcement.
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Besides the DOJ and FTC, state attorneys general may also bring federal antitrust suits on behalf 
of in-state residents or businesses, or on their own behalf. State antitrust laws may go beyond 
federal laws, imposing extended liability theories and prohibiting a wider range of conduct. State 
attorneys general may also cooperate with federal agencies in investigating mergers or may join 
the federal agencies as parties to lawsuits. Private parties, including aggrieved businesses and 
individuals, can also seek civil damages for (or injunctions against) Clayton Act, Sherman Act, or 
state antitrust law violations affecting them.

THE CONSUMER WELFARE STANDARD
This section provides an overview of the consumer welfare standard and recent calls for abandon-
ing it.83 Since 1979, the Supreme Court has stated that consumer welfare enhancement is the ultimate 
goal of antitrust law.84 The CWS recognizes that competing vigorously in business “on the merits” 
benefits consumers through outcomes such as lower prices, greater product variety, better or more 
efficient services, and greater innovation. This benefit holds true even if competitors are harmed in the 
process. Courts recognize that seeking a monopoly position is itself a powerful incentive for competing 
vigorously by delivering goods and services that consumers demand and that such an approach may 
not necessarily leave consumers worse off.85 The CWS was grounded in research work by economists 
from the Chicago and Harvard schools of antitrust. Harvard and Chicago scholars also recognized that 
an overly aggressive approach to antitrust enforcement, including the punishing of conduct or blocking 
of mergers based on purely speculative harm to consumers and competition, would raise substantial 
administrative costs and error costs that could undermine beneficial, procompetitive behavior and 
deals. Such an approach thus would deter, rather than uphold, competition and consumer welfare.86

Leading researchers define the CWS as behavior that tends to maximize some combination of the 
quantity and quality of output and innovation, within the context of sustainable competition.87 
Thus, unsustainably below-cost predatory pricing—to eliminate a rival from a market with the 
reasonable possibility of recouping one’s investment by raising prices later—remains punishable 
by law, as it would harm both competitors and the competitive process itself. However, aggres-
sive competition through lower prices is recognized as giving consumers exactly what they want, 
while allowing businesses to out-compete their rivals; there is nothing in this healthy process 
that excludes others from successfully competing.88 The CWS has driven key court decisions that 
have gradually abolished prohibitions on potentially procompetitive business practices, such as 
bundling products89 and negotiating exclusive discounts from suppliers.90 This gives businesses 
more leeway to compete vigorously and expand scale and operations regardless of whether this 
put them in a position to capture large shares of the market and become a “monopolist.” However, 
some manifestly anticompetitive business conduct still remains illegal, including cartel behavior, 
price fixing, and bid rigging. These practices have no reasonable procompetitive or consumer-
benefiting implications.
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A parallel, related development to the CWS has been a shift from superficial focus on market 
structure91 toward sophisticated analysis of mergers and other business conduct, using the tools 
of economics to identify and build a case for theories of harm.92 Novel evidence-based theories of 
harm are investigated and prosecuted on a case-by-case basis in cognizance of how rapidly evolv-
ing industries and markets can bring about new competitive dynamics. These theories of harm 
are weighed against any potential procompetitive benefits. Courts consider not only the ability 
but also the incentive of a firm to raise prices and restrict output in a particular market,93 such as 
after a merger. For instance, holding a patent over a production input is not considered sufficient 
evidence that the holder has monopoly power sufficient to “foreclose” rivals if competitors are 
capable of securing or are likely to secure substitute IP-protected or unprotected inputs in the 
relevant market.94 This applies to some markets and industries rather than others. For instance, 
patented pharmaceutical drugs often do not have substitutes that patients can use or that rivals 
can provide without violating the patent.

The Neo-Brandeisian Resurgence: Calls for Abandoning Consumer Welfare
Since 2016, there has been a resurgence in calls for abandonment of the CWS and a more inter-
ventionist approach to antitrust matters that is focused on market structure and political goals. 
Proponents of this movement label themselves neo-Brandeisians, a reference to early-20th-
century Supreme Court justice Louis Brandeis.95 They take a negative view of businesses grow-
ing beyond a certain size and decry an increase in concentration within many sectors of the 
economy;96 they blame this phenomenon for reducing rather than increasing competition.97 
Instead of focusing on consumer welfare as a barometer of economic competition, they call 
instead for antitrust law to focus on company size, workers’ rights, protectionism for small busi-
ness, economic “fairness,” and impacts on democracy.98 They also call for harsher, more aggres-
sive antitrust remedies, including breakup of companies, increased penalties for anticompeti-
tive conduct, greater public regulation of firms and markets, and governmental control or even 
nationalization of many enterprises.99 Digital platforms including Meta, Google, and Amazon 
have become key targets of the neo-Brandeisians.100

These theories are not supported by economics or the law. Moreover, their proponents propose 
an approach to antitrust enforcement that violates the rule of law. Flaws of the Neo-Brandeisian 
approach include the following:

• It is premised on unfounded claims and flawed research. Research advanced by neo-
Brandeisians to support an economy-wide increase in market concentration101 rely on over-
broad market definitions or generalizations about entire industries that do not account for 
the competitive dynamics of specific markets or consistent economy-wide trends across 
markets.102 Higher concentration and higher markups could be the result of anticompeti-
tive or exclusionary conduct; however, they could also be the outcome of market share 
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acquired through superior products or more efficient production processes. Larger com-
panies are often able to take advantage of economies of scale (lower costs per unit) and 
cross-subsidies from participation in two sides of the market.103

• It is counterproductive for upholding competition as well as benefiting consumers and 
innovation. Neo-Brandeisian proposals and the aggressive antitrust enforcement approach 
that they champion are likely to leave consumers worse off because of “false positives” for 
alleged anticompetitive conduct. In markets where competition has declined, more aggres-
sive government regulation and intervention is often a driving cause or a counterproduc-
tive remedy. “As historic regulatory reform across American industries has shown, cutting 
government-imposed barriers to innovation leads to increased competition, strong economic 
growth, and a revitalized private sector.”104 Even if aggressive antitrust enforcement against 
potentially procompetitive business conduct captures some anticompetitive conduct that 
might otherwise take longer to attract regulatory attention, this approach leads to firms 
being deterred from pursuing business strategies that benefit consumers, harming vigorous 
competition rather than upholding it. Businesses will be forced to expend more resources 
in dealing with regulators, courts, and enforcement agencies, rather than on improving 
products, services, or business processes. Similarly, breaking up companies would reduce 
scale economies, and is thus likely to harm consumers and increase the costs they face. In 
innovation-intensive industries like AI and other tech sectors, neo-Brandeisian antitrust 
enforcement can thus curtail innovation by deterring the practices that foster it. For example, 
preventing digital platforms from achieving a certain size and scale could preclude them 
from taking advantage of network effects of a large database of users for training cutting-
edge models; it could also prevent them from deploying novel technologies at scale and 
enabling their rapid adoption. Thus, a neo-Brandeisian enforcement policy could drive some 
platform-specific innovation from the United States to other countries that create a more 
favorable environment for innovators—and investors in innovations.

• It conflates economic competition with unrelated policy objectives, thereby under-
mining the rule of law. The neo-Brandeisian proposal for including multiple, disparate 
factors in developing antitrust policy and enforcement approaches—such as labor, the 
amorphous concept of “fairness,” and environmental interests—creates substantial diffi-
culties in balancing competing objectives that often cannot be assessed or weighed against 
each other by empirical means. Thus, more arbitrariness and less transparency and pre-
dictability would be inserted into antitrust enforcement and policy decisions, thereby cre-
ating an environment unfavorable to business innovation where the rule of law is under-
mined. Factors outside consumer welfare are best addressed through separate policies 
and legislation that is not conflated with the goals and economic-analysis underpinnings 
of antitrust law (for instance, through labor law or environmental regulations).
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ISSUES IN ANTITRUST AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Horizontal Mergers
Horizontal mergers occur when a firm acquires a competitor at the same level of the supply 
chain, thus reducing the number of competitors in the relevant market. Because there are fewer 
competitors, the merged firm could theoretically leave consumers worse off while maintaining 
or increasing its profitability by reducing output or product quality relative to price.105 The abil-
ity to do so constitutes an exercise of market power. The potential anticompetitive effects of a 
merger can be unilateral or coordinated. Unilateral effects emerge from the postmerger firm’s 
conduct in isolation, such as raising prices and reducing output without regard to the actions of 
remaining competitors.106 Coordinated effects refer to coordinated action by the merged firm and 
its remaining competitors, such as tacit collusion to coordinate prices. These actions become 
theoretically easier post-merger.107 The potential unilateral and coordinated effects of a merger 
constitute theories of harm for plaintiffs trying to block mergers.

Conversely, horizontal mergers can benefit consumers and increase innovation through real-
locating underperforming assets to more productive uses;108 creating a more efficient entity 
capable of using its larger scale, collective expertise, and pooled resources to reduce prices; 
increasing product quality and output; deploying products in a wider range of markets and con-
texts; and investing more in innovation, research, and development.109 Such mergers increase 
rather than reduce competition by creating an entity that competes more effectively both over-
seas and domestically. These efficiency gains and benefits can manifest regardless of whether or 
not the merged entity operates in a concentrated market, provided that existing competitors or 
new firms can enter the market and erode the market share and profit margins of the incumbent 
firm by vying for its customers.110

Thus, a key issue in antitrust policy is the trade-off between potential market power effects and 
potential efficiency effects after a merger. Potential efficiency gains can often counteract mar-
ket power effects, thereby making a merger’s net effect on welfare ambiguous. It is important 
to consider both the incentives and the ability that the postmerger entity will have to either 
compete vigorously and benefit consumers, or harm consumers by increasing price relative to 
output and lowering product quality and innovation in the relevant market.111

The structural presumption. In 1964, the Supreme Court adopted a view championed by main-
stream economic thinking at the time that any horizontal merger that creates an entity with a 
market share of over 30 percent of the relevant market is presumptively a threat to competition 
and therefore illegal.112 This is known as the structural presumption in horizontal merger analysis. 
A plaintiff challenging a merger, typically one of the competition agencies, can bolster this prima 
facie case against a merger with evidence that anticompetitive unilateral or coordinated effects are 
likely to follow.113 Defendants appealing an attempt to block the merger then bear the onus of rebut-
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ting this presumption by showing evidence that this is not the case for their proposed merger114 and 
that the merger will thus not “substantially reduce competition.”115

Since the 1960s, improvements in economic understanding have led most economists to question 
and criticize the presumption that a merger is anticompetitive and likely to harm consumers and 
competition if it establishes control over a certain share of the market.116 The focus on market 
concentration to discern probable anticompetitive effects has been criticized as “clumsy and inac-
curate in industries with differentiated products where the theory of harm is related to unilateral 
(rather than coordinated) effects.”117 Varying industry and market-specific conditions mean that 
there is no systematic causal relationship between market concentration and performance mea-
sures, such as prices and margins.118 Even in highly concentrated markets, a significant number of 
mergers can result in lower prices, thus benefiting consumers.119 The superior efficiency of larger 
firms in markets characterized by innovation and differentiated products can also lead to their 
becoming concentrated without reducing consumer welfare.120 This holds especially true for high-
tech innovation-intensive industries like AI, as economies of scale possessed by larger firms are 
essential for delivering cost-effective data compilation and model training and cloud computing. 
Smaller companies and developers benefit too, either by being acquired and seeing their innova-
tions deployed at scale by larger companies, or by contracting with larger firms for services that 
would not be cost-effective if conducted in-house,121 or by licensing proprietary technology such 
as advanced, closed AI foundation models.122 Consequently, blocking high-tech acquisitions purely 
based on market concentration can significantly harm innovation and thus consumer welfare by 
precluding these procompetitive outcomes. 

The structural presumption is useful to competition agencies, as it makes it easier for agencies to 
secure victories in blocking mergers, and it provides some commercial certainty to merging par-
ties that would have a postmerger market share below the threshold that indicates a significant 
likelihood of challenge.123 However, the structural presumption also risks deterring procompetitive 
mergers by raising the costs of undertaking one. Accordingly, the FTC and DOJ have, until recently, 
deemphasized a focus on mere concentration figures in order to reduce the risk of wasting agency 
resources in challenging mergers that are likely to be procompetitive. Under their 2010 merger 
guidelines, which signaled to commercial parties what mergers the agencies are likely or unlikely 
to challenge, the agencies highlighted a holistic analysis of the relevant market that accounts for 
industry and market-specific factors as well as an upward pricing-pressure metric that estimated 
the value of diverted sales to the merged entity’s competitors should it raise prices.124 Conversely, 
the FTC and DOJ in their 2023 guidelines signaled a return to challenging mergers primarily 
on the basis of the structural presumption.125 Litigating against an FTC or DOJ attempt to block 
a merger (or appealing an injunction secured against a merger) is a costly, multiyear process 
that often forces parties to abandon mergers even when the mergers could have survived a court 
challenge.126 These costs could thus increase drastically under current FTC and DOJ leadership, 
which has shown a greater tendency to prosecute deals even when their prospects of blocking the 
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merger in court are low.127 There is already evidence that this approach has had a chilling effect 
on dealmaking in a range of markets, likely deterring or blocking a range of pro-innovation, pro-
competitive deals.128

Killer acquisitions. Killer acquisitions refers to a theory of harm typically involving a larger com-
pany acquiring a smaller, innovative competitor with the goal of deliberately killing off a poten-
tial (or actual) competing product or innovation, thereby leaving consumers worse off than if the 
merger had not taken place.129 It is largely based on a 2019 article by Cunningham et al. that studied 
the pharmaceutical sector.130 The authors found that killer acquisitions were more likely when the 
acquiring firm derives more potential profits from shutting down a new project (i.e., by the firm being 
acquired) than it would from bringing the new project to market.131 They claimed that that the killing 
of acquired-firm projects was particularly likely when there was an overlap between the product 
portfolios of the acquiring firm and the acquired firm and when the acquiring firm had substantial 
market power stemming from patents with long remaining lives. According to the authors, 5.3 to 7.4 
percent of acquisitions in the pharmaceutical sector are killer acquisitions.132 The study has been 
criticized for exclusively focusing on one industry (thereby ignoring factors specific to others, such as 
the tech sector)133 and for failing to account for the unique dynamics of the pharma industry, thereby 
falsely branding acquisitions that did not cause consumer harm as killer acquisitions.134 

In the tech sector, the ability to produce and deploy products at a massive scale, rather than just 
possessing the resources necessary to invest in research and development, is a key advantage pos-
sessed by larger firms relative to smaller competitors. A 2020 survey of acquisitions by Google, 
Amazon, Facebook, and Microsoft canvassed the 175 firms that had been acquired by these tech 
giants between 2015 and 2017 and found that most of these transactions resulted in the acquired 
firm’s technology, talent, IP, and functionality being integrated into the acquiring firm’s ecosys-
tem.135 This indicates that acquiring firms were using acquisition to supplement and to substitute 
for their in-house research and development.136 Only a single acquisition out of the 175 canvassed 
was identified as a possible killer acquisition.137 These differing factors attest to the need to closely 
examine the surrounding factors in each individual merger before assuming the applicability of 
novel theories of harm that are likely to manifest in alternative contexts. A false-positive blocking 
of a merger on the basis of the killer-acquisition theory could cause immense harm to consumer 
welfare and innovation by entirely preventing or delaying the deployment and development of 
new technologies using the scale necessary.

Vertical Mergers
Vertical integration is when a firm acquires an asset or merges with another firm to enter an 
upstream or downstream market.138 Examples of vertical integration include a newspaper’s acqui-
sition of a printing press, a retailer’s acquisition of a wholesaler and a logistics company, or a video-
game console company’s acquisition of a game developer. 
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Unlike horizontal mergers, it has long been recognized that vertical mergers virtually never pose 
a threat to competition when undertaken in competitive markets and that they typically benefit 
consumers by creating procompetitive efficiencies.139 Firms tend to vertically integrate to reduce 
the cost of repeatedly coordinating and contracting with each other on an open market.140 Since the 
acquiring firm and acquirer are not direct competitors, the integrated entity would have greater 
incentive to pass on savings from these reduced costs, as well as savings from expanding their 
scale of operations through leveraging the merged entity’s greater resources. The vertical merger 
of two firms also creates incentives for price reductions that are potentially passed on to consum-
ers through eliminating “double marginalization,” or the levying of profit margins at two stages 
of the supply chain.141 In addition, firms often vertically merge or integrate into different levels 
on the supply chain to take advantage of a unique position in one market to improve offerings 
in another.142 For instance, it would be logical for a large digital market platform or retailer that 
ships a large volume of products to acquire its own logistics and warehousing division, because 
its shipping volumes would allow it to lower costs by shipping in bulk. These features set vertical 
mergers apart from horizontal ones. 

This is why courts143 and agencies (including the FTC and DOJ)144 have historically taken a less skep-
tical view of the notion that efficiencies created by vertical integration will be passed on to consum-
ers. Between 1994 and 2016, the FTC and DOJ contested only 52 vertical mergers, and some of these 
also entailed horizontal overlaps.145 Typically, those cases involved significantly greater focus on the 
potential anticompetitive concerns raised by horizontal aspects of the transaction.146 

There are situations in which a vertical merger or vertical integration could still raise anticom-
petitive concerns. For example, imagine a large firm with few rivals in an industry in which a key 
production asset at another level of the market is controlled by a single firm. The large firm could 
acquire that single firm, gaining exclusive control over its input and plausibly harming competi-
tion by raising the prices it charges to its rivals for that input.147 The likelihood of this depends, 
however, on market-specific conditions supporting the merged firm’s ability and incentive to act.  
Even if market conditions indicated that this theory of competitive harm was likely, the possi-
bility of harm could be mitigated or eliminated by requiring the merged entity to sign long-term 
contracts to deal with its rivals on commercial (fair and reasonable) terms. Such a requirement 
could be made a condition of the merger.

In the AI context, certain inputs may exist in concentrated near-monopoly markets in which a 
downstream company, such as a foundation-model developer or finished hardware or comput-
ing company, could theoretically raise its rivals’ costs, harming competitors and consumers, by 
acquiring the upstream monopolist or oligopolist firm. For example, the ultraviolet lithography 
machine used to manufacture leading chips used by AI foundation models is patented by a single 
manufacturer, the Dutch firm ASML Holdings.148 
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Conversely, many examples of vertical integration are crucial for innovating and deploying 
AI foundation models. For example, cloud-computing firms can take advantage of economies 
of scale from their server capacity to subsidize computing costs for their own foundation 
models; they can then deploy these models on a greater scale and with greater access to their 
user base. Inputs from that user base can be used to fine-tune model algorithms by offering 
them to application developers who purchase cloud services. Google, Amazon, and Microsoft 
all provide cloud services to a range of application developers and foundation-model devel-
opers while developing their own models and application programming interfaces (APIs) in 
house. Similarly, social media companies like Facebook/Meta and search engines like Google 
can take advantage of their large user base of consumer data to refine and train better-quality 
foundation models in house; part of this process may include acquiring developers who hold 
promising technology. 

Algorithms and Collusion
AI algorithms bring immense benefits to both firms and consumers by making the former more 
efficient and capable of bettering their services and tailoring product recommendations to indi-
vidual consumer preferences.149 Similarly, price-setting or recommendation algorithms help firms 
respond efficiently to real-time market conditions and could increase “accuracy in detecting 
changes in price, greater speed in pricing response”; they could also reduce “irrationality in dis-
count rates.”150 However, these algorithms can also lead to anticompetitive outcomes by reducing 
the market’s risk-related incentives to provide discounts at all151 or by facilitating express or tacit 
collusion between firms to raise prices and restrict output.

Price-matching algorithms that swiftly allow sellers to match discounts offered by their rivals 
could reduce the incentive for sellers to offer discounts in the first place.152 Theoretically, this 
could lead to firms’ collectively adopting a monopoly price as a rational response to the prevalence 
of the price-matching algorithm among competitors in order to prevent a “race to the bottom” 
that erodes profits and forces unsustainably low prices.153 The incentive to do this is heightened 
in markets where sellers face high fixed costs of entering the market and low marginal costs of 
production thereafter. Such sellers must set prices at levels allowing for a markup above marginal 
cost to recoup their fixed costs in the long term.154 Some researchers argue that these features are 
especially prevalent in e-commerce, or online shopping,155 especially across large platforms like 
Amazon or eBay where customers face low costs in searching for and switching between substi-
tute products—a practice that increases the incentive to closely and rapidly monitor rivals’ pric-
es.156 However, these fears remain largely speculative. And any strategy of raising prices with the 
expectation that competitors will consistently do the same carries significant long-term incen-
tives for individual competitors to cheat by halting price hikes to draw market share away from 
other market participants. Undercutting rivals on price is a procompetitive, proconsumer business 
practice that is only sustainable and viable in the long term if it does not result in the prevalence 
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of unsustainably low prices. Algorithms that prevent unsustainably low prices can thus be part 
of a procompetitive and rational business objective.157 These algorithms can also avert potential 
antitrust violations by reducing the risk that a strategy of undercutting rivals on price will give 
rise to predatory pricing complaints.

If human sellers explicitly agree to align their algorithms to set prices, prosecuting them for col-
lusion is straightforward once those facts are established.158 The US Supreme Court has long held 
that it is illegal for sellers to agree to fix prices159 or to jointly raise their prices above procom-
petitive levels.160 This principle stands even if sellers conspire to do so by using the same algo-
rithm161 (or algorithms aligned with each other).162 The FTC has also reached settlements with 
firms that have sent “invitations to collude” to their competitors, such as an email proposing to 
collectively raise prices; it does so under its authority to prosecute unfair methods of competi-
tion pursuant to the FTC Act, Section 5.163 As yet, there is no legal precedent confirming that the 
FTC has the authority to prosecute invitations to enter into collusive conspiracies as an unfair 
competition method.164 However, the FTC’s strategy remains a viable option for deterring or pun-
ishing attempts at anticompetitive price fixing, and this approach spares the FTC from having to 
show any likely anticompetitive harm. In exceptional circumstances, soliciting an anticompetitive 
agreement can also constitute an attempt to monopolize, which contravenes Section 2 of the Sher-
man Act.165 Solicitation of such anticompetitive agreements has also been successfully prosecuted 
as criminal wire fraud outside of antitrust law.166

By contrast, tacit collusion, or price-fixing by firms without explicit agreement, invitation, or solici-
tation, is harder to punish and prosecute, whether aided by algorithms or not. The US Supreme 
Court defines “tacit collusion, sometimes called oligopolistic price coordination or conscious par-
allelism” as “the process, not in itself unlawful, by which firms in a concentrated market might in 
effect share monopoly power. Through tacit collusion, firms set their prices at a profit-maximizing, 
supra-competitive level by recognizing their shared economic interests and their interdependence 
with respect to price and output decisions [emphasis added].”167 Mirroring or being influenced by 
the prices of competitors when setting one’s own prices is often a rational response to business 
conditions that is fully consistent with a competitive market. Thus, pricing explained by such a 
rational response does not, in and of itself, violate the antitrust laws.168 High markups—including 
those achieved by monitoring competitor prices—are necessary in many markets for recouping 
high fixed costs; this is especially true in innovation-driven markets with differentiated prod-
ucts, like tech- and AI-driven industries. Further, such markups may fund future proconsumer 
innovations through firms’ investment in research and development.169 This makes it undesirable 
to punish or deter firms for merely raising prices in response to rivals’ product prices. Crafting a 
judicial remedy against mere conscious parallelism on prices may also be impossible, even when 
it results in anticompetitive outcomes, as it would amount to telling firms to set prices without 
regard to their competitors’ own prices or business strategy.170 
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Tacit collusion convictions thus require sufficient evidence to infer an agreement between the par-
ties to coordinate prices.171 In practice, this requires evidence of parallel pricing between competi-
tors combined with “plus factors” indicating an intent to collude.172 Although computer programs 
and machines lack consciousness and are thus incapable of possessing intent, their workings 
and design may be studied to ascertain the intended objectives of their creators and users.173 The 
decision to adopt the prices recommended by an algorithm, or to automate price-setting based 
on an algorithm, are intentionally made by humans, who may be criminally liable if their intent 
in adopting the algorithm or its output can be ascertained. 

However, if firms utilize price-setting algorithms that rapidly process mass-pricing data on the 
market using artificial intelligence, tacit collusion can become more efficient, less costly, more 
sophisticated, and harder to detect.174 The decision of firms to adopt a pricing or price-matching 
algorithm is typically not within the public domain, although it can be inferred through analyz-
ing market and market-participant pricing behavior175 and can be revealed through the discovery 
process in litigation once a complaint is filed. AI could make this conduct even harder for enforc-
ers to punish by enabling firms to mirror each other’s pricing without even utilizing the same 
algorithm or algorithms that interact with one another. This would eliminate the need for any 
kind of agreement. As Davis and Reddy note, “[E]ach machine learning algorithm can be coded to 
make decisions based on its predictions of the best responses of other parties in the market, and 
engage in a form of follow-the-leader pricing. This could lead to parallel conduct without prior 
agreement, which could be facilitated automatically.”176 Predictive AI can thus make tacit price 
collusion a viable business strategy even in markets with many firms—markets where collusion 
may not have been viable previously because of the difficulty of monitoring and coordinating prices 
without direct communication.177 

Conversely, AI and algorithmic technology’s features could also make tacit collusion easier to 
detect or prosecute. With human actors engaging in collusion, it is sometimes impossible to pre-
cisely determine intent without reading minds—thereby making criminal convictions difficult 
without sufficient circumstantial evidence of an anticompetitive agreement. This often makes it 
impossible to ascertain whether a business mirrored its competitor’s prices as part of a common 
understanding to avoid competition or merely adjusted prices to ideal competitive levels that 
match current demand. AI technology, however, is capable of keeping a record of what decisions it 
made and of the underlying calculations, inputs, and steps it took to reach those decisions.178 This 
information could help enforcers if sellers kept records of what their AI algorithms have done. 
They might do so voluntarily, or the law might incentivize them to do so—for example, by creat-
ing an adverse inference of a tacit anticompetitive scheme or agreement if they did not.179 It could 
thus be used to unearth evidence about intent and collusive agreement, either in the context of 
prosecuting explicit collusion or as part of the “plus factors” that are used to infer an anticompeti-
tive agreement where there is tacit collusion.
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Monopolization
Monopolization occurs when a dominant firm gains an advantage over its competitors through 
exclusionary tactics that harm competition rather than benefiting consumers.180 Examples of 
exclusionary conduct may, for example, include predatory pricing to drive a rival out of busi-
ness (before hiking one’s own prices) and entering into contracts with third parties that make 
no business sense other than imposing harm on a rival. In order to succeed in a monopoliza-
tion suit, a plaintiff must establish that the defendant firm has substantial and durable market 
power and that it engaged in exclusionary conduct.181 Because antitrust laws are concerned 
with harm to consumers and competition, and not harm to competitors, allegedly exclusion-
ary conduct that has procompetitive effects, such as increasing production efficiency, will not 
generally be penalized. There are three main types of monopolization cases that could impact 
artificial intelligence.

Predatory pricing. Predatory pricing entails selling products at unsustainably low levels with 
the goal of driving rivals out of business to preserve monopoly power and raise prices in the 
future. Under US law, plaintiffs must show that the alleged predator not only set its prices below 
“an appropriate measure” of costs in the short term, but that it also had a “reasonable prospect” 
or “dangerous probability” of recovering the losses incurred during the below-cost period once 
it raised prices.182 Plaintiffs may show that recoupment of costs actually occurred after the fact or 
that there is sufficient likelihood that costs will be recovered once the strategy is undertaken.183 
The Supreme Court noted that predatory pricing is usually unlikely to be a successful long-term 
business strategy184 and that a business intending a predatory-pricing strategy benefits consum-
ers through lower prices without reducing or harming competition when the strategy fails and 
the business cannot recoup costs.185 Given the evidentiary burden involved, it is very difficult 
for plaintiffs to succeed in price-predation claims today.

Refusal to deal. Although a firm is generally free to unilaterally refuse to do business with any other 
firm,186 refusal to deal constitutes illegal anticompetitive conduct if it serves the purpose of creating 
or maintaining a monopoly187—that is, when a dominant firm’s refusal to deal excludes rivals from 
competing effectively.188 Refusing to deal, or dealing in discriminatory terms with competitors in 
licensing or selling a technology or input that is deemed an “essential facility” or “bottleneck input,” 
could theoretically “raise rivals’ costs,” thereby stymieing competition and causing higher prices to 
be passed on to consumers.189 However, declaring a technology to be an essential facility and thus 
mandating that it be shared with other firms would drastically reduce the commercial incentive to 
invest in developing such technologies in the first place,190 thereby undermining future innovation. 
It also ignores any potential for competitor technologies to emerge in the future, given technological 
innovation’s unpredictable nature.191 Administering a “duty to deal,” including setting its terms and 
determining what a fair price or other terms might be for such involuntary dealings, is also outside 
the expertise and administrative capacity of the courts.192 It is thus exceedingly difficult for refusal-
to-deal claims to succeed under US antitrust law.193 
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In the AI sector, there is currently a thriving market for both open-source foundation models 
and for closed-source models that can be licensed under commercial terms.194 There is also a 
thriving market for competing chip designs, with market leaders like the United States’ NVIDIA 
likely to face competition from in-house designs from Amazon, Microsoft, and other firms.195 
Although semiconductor chips are manufactured by many companies across a range of coun-
tries, predominantly in Asia,196 manufacturing facilities for cutting-edge chips remain a rela-
tively concentrated market. The most advanced two-nanometer (nm) chip designs are expected 
to be produced by Taiwan’s TSMC and the United States’ Intel in 2024197 and by South Korea’s 
Samsung in 2025.198 Technological advances and a combination of public and private investment 
are likely to see the continued expansion of the manufacturing of these inputs.199 These features, 
combined with the evidently rapid evolution of the industry and the technology supplying it, 
make it unlikely that any particular chip will be deemed an “essential facility,” even though a 
shortage of chips across the market remains a pressing issue for AI innovation, deployment, 
and global supply chains.200 Netherlands-based firm ASML Holdings currently remains the 
only producer of cutting-edge UV lithography machines necessary for AI chip manufacturing.201 
However, there is no indication that this firm is dealing with customers requiring AI chips on 
illegal anticompetitive discriminatory terms.

Tying and bundling. When a seller that holds monopoly power in the market for a product makes 
access to it conditional on purchasing another product from that seller, other sellers of that second 
product may be excluded from competing since their would-be customers are compelled to buy 
from the seller of the first product.202 This is a tying arrangement. Bundling is a related term, used 
interchangeably under US antitrust law,203 referring to the sale of two different products together.204 
Mixed bundling occurs if the components are also sold separately, with a discount for purchasing 
them as a bundle.205 In most cases, courts will not deem a tying arrangement to be illegal per se, as 
many tying arrangements are “fully consistent with a free, competitive market”206 and have procom-
petitive justifications that benefit consumers. The anticompetitive implications of a tying arrange-
ment can only be ascertained by carefully examining the specific market and industry,207 and “most 
tie-ins benefit competition, even when the defendant has tying product power [emphasis added].”208 

For a tying arrangement to be deemed illegal per se, four elements must be satisfied. There must 
be two separate products involved; the defendant must give its customers no choice but to take 
the tied product in order to receive the tying product (coercion); a substantial volume of interstate 
commerce must be affected by this arrangement; and the defendant must have market power in the 
market for the tying product.209 Market power exists when “the seller has the power, within the 
market for the tying product, to raise prices or to require purchasers to accept burdensome terms 
that could not be exacted in a completely competitive market.”210 Mere evidence of price discrimi-
nation, or the ability of the seller to sell the tying product at different prices to different consumer 
segments, does not confirm market power.211 Some lower courts have also required the plaintiff 
to show evidence of anticompetitive effects from the tying arrangement.212 Others are willing to 
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consider business justifications for a tie even if the above elements are satisfied.213 A defendant’s 
mere possession of a patent covering the tying product does not necessarily confer market power 
upon the patent holder—plaintiff must prove that the defendant has market power in the tying 
product.214 This is because the vast majority of patent-protected products are not economically 
valuable or commercially viable in the first place,215 and even those that are commercially viable 
usually face competition from other noninfringing substitutes.216 

In the case of “platform software,” such as operating systems, courts have applied the rule-of-
reason standard to tying and bundling arrangements.217 Since the utility of platform software (such 
as a computer or smartphone operating system) is providing a range of different applications and 
services in one place, it would be inappropriate to assume that the platform and each software 
component are separate products tied together, rather than a single offering that benefits consum-
ers through convenience, a better user experience, and a reduction in time and resource expen-
diture relative to independently sourcing or distributing different services and applications.218 
Integrating new functionalities into existing software is an in-demand and sought-after innova-
tion for consumers, as consumers often buy into an entire “ecosystem” of services and applica-
tions rather than individual products.219 Even when the two tied items are considered separate 
products, technologically and physically integrating them could improve the value of one or both 
individual products to users as well as to the producer of the complementary product.220 It is thus 
appropriate for plaintiffs in such cases to have the opportunity to forward evidence of procom-
petitive efficiencies that could justify the arrangement. 

AI foundation models arguably serve an analogous function to platform software, with individual 
applications serving as complements and providing more benefits to consumers when the two 
are integrated in purchases. Similarly, cloud-computing services may be deemed as analogous 
to platform software. Individual applications or services offered as part of the cloud-computing 
service package constitute pro-innovation integrations that add value for consumers and thus 
increase rather than reduce competition. Whether these efficiency justifications are applicable 
and whether they outweigh the anticompetitive harms of the individual tying arrangement must 
be judged on a case-by-case basis. Evaluating future tying arrangements in AI through the rule-
of-reason approach will allow for this.

Consumer Protection and AI
In addition to investigating and prosecuting unfair methods of competition, the FTC Act Section 
5(a) also empowers the agency to target “unfair or deceptive acts or practices affecting commerce,” 
thus bestowing on it a consumer-protection mission.221 This allows it to seek injunctions against 
unfair or deceptive business practices and civil penalties against wrongdoers who have violated 
FTC consumer-protection rules.222 Section 18 of the FTC Act empowers the FTC to pass substan-
tive rules governing or proscribing unfair or deceptive trade practices.223 An advantage of this 
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provision is that it allows the FTC to seek civil penalties against wrongdoers;224 a disadvantage 
is that Section 18 imposes lengthy “hybrid rulemaking” requirements,225 making it a “slow and 
cumbersome” process.226 Alternatively, the FTC may try to pass substantive consumer-protection 
and unfair-methods-of-competition rules under the FTC Act Section 6(g). Recent scholarship, 
however, strongly indicates that courts would hold that the FTC does not have the power to pro-
mulgate such formal rules.227 

AI technology and its potential misuse or abuse raise a range of consumer-protection issues. 
The FTC has flagged concerns around data privacy raised by the vast amounts of data collection 
enabled by AI models and necessary to facilitate the development of such models.228 There are 
also concerns that AI-enabled tools could facilitate existing online harms, including fraud, bias 
against protected groups, speech suppression, and copyright infringement.229 For instance, AI 
tools that facilitate content moderation could inadvertently or purposely capture and suppress 
speech and opinion. If a government website uses tools that produce this result, it could violate 
the US Constitution’s First Amendment.230 Bias, censorship, and discrimination can also result 
from issues with AI training data, such as misclassification or mislabeling based on erroneous 
judgments by employees who lack sufficient training.231 These adverse outcomes can also result 
from the inadvertent introduction of the data scientists’ biases, or from flaws in the algorithms’ 
designs.232 Ultimately, practices that violate consumer-protection law or rules raise legal liability, 
whether they are facilitated by AI tools or manually performed by humans. When promulgat-
ing new consumer-protection rules or legislation, policymakers, regulators, and the FTC should 
weigh the costs, benefits, and impact on consumer protection and innovation. Additional rules can 
increase compliance costs for businesses,233 which may be passed on to consumers; one example 
might be companies’ adding fees for existing services—services that used to be free. Such costs 
can deter investment in developing and providing better products and services. 

Restrictions on user data collection (or rules that increase the cost of data collection) may limit 
the ability to train foundation models and could especially hurt small AI start-ups that do not 
already have access to large proprietary data sets. The concepts section of this primer notes that 
future shortages in data for training models are likely, and that small data strategies for making the 
most of existing data without the need to collect new user data come with problems and may be 
insufficient. Companies affected by data collection and privacy rules and restrictions may find it 
harder to monetize user engagement. Where data collection is permitted with consent, imposing 
a rule that requires an affirmative-consent prompt may not be preferable to simply requiring data-
collection policies to be readily available and accessible to the user, since the former can adversely 
affect user experience without meaningfully increasing privacy protection. Similarly, requiring 
firms to disclose details about the specific tools or applications that their anonymized data will be 
used to train, rather than simply disclosing that data will be collected and used to develop future 
products, can limit innovation because future uses and innovations may not be known at the time 
of data collection. Cumbersome or costly rules could also make the United States a less favorable 
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environment for future AI investment and innovations, thereby increasing the comparative advan-
tage of competitor economies, such as China’s, for incubating future AI innovations.

Additional consumer-protection rules should also not be drafted over-broadly or ambiguously. 
Consider, for instance, California’s Age-Appropriate Design Code Act (AB 2273 or AADC). The 
AADC attempts to protect minors by deterring and punishing the use of dark patterns in websites 
and digital platforms. It defines dark patterns as “user interface[s] designed or manipulated with 
the substantial effect of subverting or impairing user autonomy, decision-making, or choice.”234 
Scholars note that AI can be used to study user preferences, mental traits, and behavior to design 
and implement more effective dark patterns.235 The AADC bans online services (a) from using 
these to entice or encourage minors to supply personal information (i.e., in excess of what is 
reasonably expected for delivering the service) and (b) from taking any action that the service 
provider knows, or has reason to know, is materially detrimental to the mental or physical health 
of the minor.236 Though the AADC may be based on a worthy goal, dark-patterns enforcement 
under that statute could be interpreted as encapsulating many widely used and potentially benign 
algorithmic features, such as newsfeed and auto-play functionality on social media and video 
platforms as well as tailored content recommendations.237 This creates uncertainty for businesses, 
which is further exacerbated by the legislation’s failure to set specific standards for what will be 
considered “materially detrimental.” For instance, an algorithm that gathers and analyzes data to 
ascertain whether the user is a minor and should thus face content restrictions based on age could 
be deemed a materially detrimental dark pattern, thereby reducing minors’ access to content that 
may or may not be considered age-appropriate by a judge or regulator. 

CONCLUSION
AI poses a range of challenges for antitrust enforcers. US antitrust law remains a flexible, prag-
matic tool that has been successfully adapted to emerging technologies by judges under the 
long-established CWS that has supported innovation. Abandoning this standard to incorpo-
rate an aversion to large businesses and to introduce extraneous factors, such as labor rights, 
environmental regulation, and special small-business protections, would politicize antitrust 
enforcement, increase costs and uncertainty for businesses, and inhibit innovation. 

Antitrust enforcement agencies should be mindful of the potential for AI to harm the competi-
tive process and consumers. At the same time, agencies should appraise costs and benefits while 
focusing on pragmatic, narrowly tailored solutions when calibrating enforcement approaches. 
Horizontal and vertical mergers, the use of AI-driven algorithms, and business strategies that 
harm competitors but not consumers or competition all have the potential to increase vigorous 
competition and benefit innovation and consumers. Business practices should be judged on a 
case-by-case basis by applying the rule of reason to specific markets where there is a potential for 
concrete, plausible consumer harm, avoiding false positives for anticompetitive conduct. Similarly, 
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attempts to block mergers should be made on a selective basis that recognizes the agencies’ lim-
ited resources and the potential for procompetitive efficiencies. Merger-enforcement initiatives 
should be undertaken when it is likely that the postmerger entity will have both the incentive and 
the ability to engage in anticompetitive unilateral or coordinated conduct; it is best to eschew a 
singular focus on superficial metrics, such as market or industry concentration, that may be imma-
terial to competition and consumer welfare. This approach to antitrust and consumer protection 
will ensure that the United States remains a robust and competitive market for the development 
of cutting-edge AI technology while mitigating its potential and actual harms.
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